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Abstract

This paper describes the most relevant features of the alignment approach used by our research group (GTTS) for the Albayzin 2022 Text and Speech Alignment Challenge: Alignment of re-spoken subtitles (TaSAC-ST). It also presents and analyzes the results obtained by our primary and contrastive systems, focusing on the variability observed in the RTVE broadcasts used for this evaluation. The task is to provide some hypothesized start and end times for each subtitle to be aligned. To that end, our systems decode the audio at the phonetic level using acoustic models trained on external (non-RTVE) data, then align the recognized sequence of phones with the phonetic transcription of the corresponding text and transfer the timestamps of the recognized phones to the aligned text. The alignment error for each subtitle is computed as the sum of the absolute values of the start and end alignment errors (with regard to a manually supervised ground truth). The median of the alignment errors (MAE) for each broadcast is reported to compare system performance. Our primary system yielded MAEs between 0.20 and 0.36 seconds on the development set, and between 0.22 and 1.30 seconds on the test set, with average MAEs of 0.295 and 0.395, respectively.

Index Terms: Text and Speech Alignment, Automatic Speech Recognition, Cross-Domain Acoustic Models

1. Introduction

The Albayzin 2022 Text and Speech Alignment Challenge, which is part of the Albayzin 2022 Evaluation Campaign [1], proposed two different alignment tasks: (1) the alignment of re-spoken subtitles of RTVE broadcasts, which is concisely called TaSAC-ST [2]; and (2) the alignment of Basque Parliament plenary session minutes, called TaSAC-BP [3]. The two tasks were closely related but differed in a number of aspects: channel and background/environment conditions, number and type of speakers, required detail of the alignments and performance metrics. Our research group (Grupo de Trabajo en Tecnologías Software, GTTS), as the organizer of TASAC-BP, developed an alignment system specifically optimized for that evaluation, with the aim to provide a baseline to potential participants. It was only a few days before the submission deadline that we decided to adapt the baseline system developed for TASAC-BP to the TASAC-ST evaluation, with just the required adjustments to meet the evaluation conditions (output file format, etc.).

An important issue with our submission to TASAC-ST was that our acoustic models had been trained on cross-domain (non-RTVE) materials, differing from the target audios in different regards: channel, background/environment conditions, speakers and even the spoken languages. This may seriously hinder the ability of our systems to decode the TV broadcasts on which this evaluation remains. On the positive side, our proposed method may still have margin for improvement if the provided RTVE materials were used for training. Our original submission consisted of two systems (primary and contrastive-1), which applied the same approach but different acoustic models (trained on two independent sets of non-RTVE data). Two late (post-key) systems (contrastive-2 and contrastive-3) have been also submitted to the evaluation, showing improved performance thanks to a kernel modification in our dynamic programming algorithm which provides more compact alignment hypotheses.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the main features of the Albayzin 2022 Text and Speech Alignment Challenge on re-spoken subtitles. Section 3 describes our alignment approach, with details about the phone decoder, the training datasets and the modified kernel used in our late submission. Section 4 presents and briefly discusses the obtained results, and Section 5 summarizes our contribution and points out avenues for future work.

2. The text and speech alignment task

To carry out the alignment task, a set of audio files in AAC format along with the corresponding set of text (UTF-8) files in STM format are provided. The STM format specifies one line per subtitle with 7 items per line: file name (without extension), channel identifier, speaker identifier, start time (in seconds from the beginning of the audio file), end time, label and subtitle text.

For this evaluation, only the audio file name, the start and end timestamps, and the subtitle text are relevant. The timestamps provided by the organizers form an increasing sequence of real numbers but are wrong. The task consists of processing the audio file, synchronize its contents with the subtitles and produce a new STM file which includes the start and end timestamps obtained by the alignment system for each subtitle. In all other respects (for example, the subtitle text), the output STM file must be identical to the original STM file.

The audio files and the subtitles used in this evaluation were extracted from diverse kinds of TV programs. The subtitles, which were generated by re-speaking when those programs were broadcast for the first time, do not always match the spoken audio, sometimes being reduced or even paraphrased. This adds difficulty to the alignment process.

As a part of the RTVE2022 database created to support the Albayzin 2022 evaluation challenges, two sets of audios and STM files were provided to tune and evaluate the alignment systems: a development set including 4 audios recorded from two RTVE programs, lasting 2 hours and 10 minutes; and a test set including 22 audios recorded from three RTVE programs (the two already used in the development set plus a new one), lasting 12 hours and 10 minutes.
The organizers also provided the participants with training data (speech and text) to estimate acoustic and language models. These data (the RTVE2018 and RTVE2020 databases) come from two previous Albayzin evaluation challenges, and include 164 hours of audio with human supervised transcriptions and 460 hours of audio with just the subtitles (not supervised by humans), along with texts extracted from subtitles of the 24H news channel. Participants were allowed to use other data for training their systems, as long as enough and suitable information (size, origin or name of the database, etc.) was provided in the description paper.

System performance was measured in terms of the absolute value of the difference between the timestamps provided by the system and the reference (manually generated) timestamps. For each subtitle $i$, the start and end time errors were computed as follows:

$$e_i = \text{abs}(t^{(\text{lab})}_i - t^{(\text{ref})}_i)$$

(1)

The alignment error for each subtitle was defined as the sum of the start and end time errors. Then, for each audio file to be aligned, the median of the alignment errors (MAE), also known as Program Time-Error metric (PTEM), was used as performance score. Finally, the average of the MAE’s (also known as Average PTEM) obtained on the audio files included in the test set was used as system score. For more details, see [2].

3. The GTTS alignment approach

In our approach, we do not use any language nor phonological models at all. We rely on acoustic models to perform an unrestricted phone decoding of the audio signal. Given an audio file $X$ and the corresponding STM file with the subtitles $S$, a phone decoder is applied to $X$ which produces a recognized sequence of phone-like units $p_X$ (with timing information attached), and a grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) converter is applied to $S$ which produces a reference sequence of phone-like units $p_S$ (with word and subtitle information attached). Then, the two sequences of phone-like units are aligned under the criterion of maximizing the number of matches in the alignment path, following the same alignment method that is being successfully applied by our group for the synchronization of BP subtitles [4] [5] [6]. As a result of this process, the timing information is transferred from $p_X$ to $p_S$. Finally, a new STM file is created, identical to the source STM except for the timestamps, which are obtained from the alignment: for each subtitle, the start time of the first word and the end time of the last word are used as start and end timestamps (see Figure 1).

3.1. The phone decoder

For this evaluation, we have applied the bilingual Basque-Spanish phone decoder that we currently use to process the audios and minutes of the Basque Parliament (BP) plenary sessions and produce synchronized subtitles. A reduced inventory of 23 acoustic units is used which suitably covers the most common sounds in both languages, along with an additional unit which accounts for silences and other non-linguistic events (see [7] for details).

In fact, we have applied two different phone decoders. The first one (used for our primary and contrastive-2 systems) was trained on external (non-BP) data in Basque and Spanish: CommonVoice (cv-corpus-5.1-2020-06-22, Basque and Spanish subsets) [8], OpenSLR (SLR76) [9], Aditu [10] and Albayzin [11]. Overall, these datasets amount to 332 hours of speech, with a high imbalance of Spanish over Basque (with a 3:1 ratio).

The second phone decoder (used for our contrastive-1 and contrastive-3 systems) was trained on BP data extracted in a semi-supervised fashion from the audios and minutes of BP plenary sessions, as described in [7]. The resulting BP dataset amounts to more than 1000 hours of speech, again with a high imbalance of Spanish over Basque (this time with a 2:1 ratio).

To build the phone decoders, an off-the-shelf (close to state-of-the-art) end-to-end neural network-based ASR system is used: Facebook AI Research wav2letter++ (consolidated into Flashlight), applying the Gated ConvNet recipe presented in [12].

3.2. The Grapheme-to-Phoneme (G2P) converter

An in-house bilingual Basque-Spanish rule- and dictionary-based grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) converter is applied to get the phonetic baseforms of words in the subtitle texts, using the same reduced set of 23 phone-like units of our bilingual phone decoders. Before actually applying the G2P converter, the subtitle texts are normalized by deleting punctuation marks and expanding some known abbreviations as the most likely word in Spanish (‘m.’ expands as ‘metros’, ‘km.’ as ‘kilometros’, ‘’ as ‘gos’, ‘I.’ as ‘litros’, ‘%’ as ‘por ciento’, etc.). Numbers and ordinals are converted into their alphabetical counterparts using their most common realization (which might not match their actual pronunciation). Acronyms are transcribed as letter spellings, unless a specific pronunciation is found in the dictionary. When doing G2P conversion, the source words and subtitles are linked to their phonetic transcriptions. In this way, the timing information obtained from the alignment can be transferred back to those words and subtitles.

3.3. Modified dynamic programming kernel

The dynamic programming algorithm used to align the recognized and reference sequences $p_X$ and $p_S$ operates with a kernel $(v_m, v_v, v_d, v_i)$, where $v_m$ stands for the value added to the alignment path whenever a pair of matching units are found, and $v_v$, $v_d$ and $v_i$ stand for the values added to the alignment path by

Figure 1: After aligning the phone sequences $p_X$ (recognized) and $p_S$ (reference), the timing information attached to $p_X$ is transferred to the words/subtitles attached to $p_S$, and used to create the output STM file.
the three types of alignment errors: non-matching units, deletions and insertions, respectively. Here, we implicitly consider that the added values are unit-independent. In a more general setup, those values might be different depending on the units being considered.

The baseline kernel used in this work is \((1, 0, 0, 0)\), which maximizes the number of matchings in the alignment path, no matter the number of errors. This kernel does not take into account the locations of matchings, and thus may lead to an optimal alignment path with matchings occurring far apart from one another (with any number of errors in-between). This would never happen (or very rarely) if the reference sequence (the subtitles) covered exhaustively the audio contents. But the subtitles used in this evaluation are not exhaustive. They cover just some parts of the audio, the remaining parts being kind of holes that represent opportunities for badly located matchings. This is why sometimes our alignment algorithm hypothesizes very long words or very long subtitles, with some initial or final words being detected far ahead or far behind their actual locations, and a large number of insertions in-between, accounting for speech parts not included in the subtitles. It must be noted that this undesirable behaviour is not that pervasive to seriously harm the MAE metric, but it does introduce large errors at some points (around the holes) that increase the mean alignment error.

To fix this issue, we tried a kernel modification aiming to promote insertions between subtitles over insertions within subtitles: (1) a pseudo-unit ‘#’ was inserted between every two subtitles in the reference sequence; and (2) the kernel was re-defined as \((v_m, 0, 0, v^\#)\) if the reference unit being considered was ‘#’ and \((v_m, 0, 0, 0)\) if not. We explored several values for \(v_m\) and \(v^\#\). The ones yielding the best performance on the development set were \(v_m = 10\) and \(v^\# = 2\). As a result, those alignment paths that had been optimal despite having some of their constituent words far apart from each other were no longer optimal, because other alignments with their constituent words close together were pushed over them, thanks to the new added value of between-subtitle insertions.

4. Results

Tables 1 and 2 show the alignment performance of GTTS systems on the dev and test sets, respectively. Late submissions (Con-2 and Con-3) are shown along with the originally submitted systems (Primary and Con-1). Our analysis and decisions were made based on the development set. This is why we present our results in two separate tables. Results in Table 1 suggest that the acoustic models trained on generic databases (Primary system) perform better than those trained on BP materials (Con-1), suggesting that, despite being three times larger than the generic acoustic database used for the primary system, the BP training dataset does not suitably match the TV broadcasts used in this evaluation. If we compare the performance of systems Con-2 (trained on generic data) and Con-3 (trained on BP data), the same conclusion can be drawn.

A second observation is that the modified kernel introduced in the late submitted systems (Con-2 and Con-3) is really making a difference. Though the average MAE/PTEM remains the same, its standard deviation gets lower than that of the systems using the baseline kernel (Primary and Con-1), suggesting that performance variability is reduced. And most importantly, the mean alignment error decreases remarkably, from 1.2665 to 0.8233, and from 1.1493 to 0.7950, meaning 35% and 30% relative reductions, respectively.

### Table 1: Performance of GTTS primary and contrastive systems on the dev set of TaSAC-ST (4 programs, 1894 subtitles). The minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation values of MAE/PTEM are shown, as well as the global mean of subtitle alignment errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>MAE/PTEM (sec)</th>
<th>Mean (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min</td>
<td>max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con-1</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con-2</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con-3</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Performance of GTTS primary and contrastive systems on the test set of TaSAC-ST (22 programs, 10600 subtitles). The minimum, maximum, average and standard deviation values of MAE/PTEM are shown, as well as the global mean of subtitle alignment errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>MAE/PTEM (sec)</th>
<th>Mean (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>min</td>
<td>max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>1.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con-1</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con-2</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Con-3</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The originally submitted systems (Primary and Con-1) perform much worse on the test set than on the dev set: the average MAE/PTEM increases from 0.2950 to 0.3950 for the primary system and from 0.3250 to 0.3986 for the Con-1 system, meaning 33.8% and 22.6% relative error increases, respectively. Performance variability gets higher too, the standard deviations getting multiplied by a factor of almost 4. But worst of all, the mean of the alignment errors also gets multiplied by almost 4, meaning that large alignment errors are being made. Fortunately, this issue gets fixed when using the modified kernel: the MAE/PTEM performance of Con-2 and Con-3 is almost the same on the test set than obtained by these systems on the dev set, meaning that they show a very robust behaviour across all kind of programs. Moreover, the mean of the alignment errors gets drastically reduced, from 4.0923 for the Primary system to 0.6053 for Con-2 and from 4.1990 for Con-3 to 0.7186 for Con-3, meaning 85% and 83% relative reductions, respectively.

To further illustrate the importance of the modified kernel introduced in our late submissions, Figure 2 shows the histograms of the alignment errors obtained by the Primary and Con-2 systems on the test set. Note that frequencies are shown in a logarithmic scale, to better appreciate the differences between the two systems. It can be clearly observed the huge difference that the new kernel makes, with Con-2 showing errors lower than 51 seconds in all cases, while the primary system produced a sizeable amount of alignment errors above that figure and up to 1540 seconds.

Finally, we aimed to study performance variability with regard to the TV programs used in the evaluation. Some programs might be tough to handle, such as, for example, interviews on the street or in crowded places, conversations with background music, noise or speech overlaps, etc. So we merged the alignments done by Con-2 (the most robust and accurate of our sys-
Figure 2: Histograms of subtitle alignment errors obtained by the GTTS primary and contrastive-2 systems on the test set.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the main features of the systems developed by GTTS for the Albayzin 2022 Speech and Text Alignment Challenge have been described and the results obtained have been presented and briefly discussed. Our approach relies on a phone decoder and a grapheme-to-phoneme converter which allow us to align the recognized and reference phone sequences and transfer timing information from the former to the latter. Two different sets of non-RTVE data have been used to estimate the acoustic models, which may be hindering the ability of our systems to decode the audio files used in this evaluation. A modified kernel has been introduced in our dynamic programming algorithm to promote insertions between subtitles over insertions within subtitles, so that more compact alignments are obtained and large alignment errors (such as the ones found with the baseline kernel) are avoided. Future work includes using RTVE data to estimate our acoustic models, carrying out a more in-depth study of the alignment errors and exploring further refinements of our dynamic programming kernel.
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